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Abstract 

Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan (TTP) is one of the most potent and deadliest 

terrorist organization in Pakistan1. As respite to ongoing state operations, 

TTP has assumed active presence on social media to propagate its ideology 

and to recruit followers. This study offers an exclusive insight into the world 

of TTP online communication; examining major trends, key themes and 

propaganda appeals by analyzing TTP propaganda videos shared from Nov 

2017-April 2020 on its official channel ‘Umar Media’. As applied discourse, 

the major aim of the study is founded in deconstructing online 

communication strategies of TTP by scrutinizing content and form of its 

messages that are portraying a negative view of Pakistan in the war against 

terror. The study found that TTP uses various propaganda techniques such 

as Plain Folks, Testimonials, Bandwagon, Card stacking and Name calling 

in its online content.  

Keywords: Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan, Propaganda Video, Social Media, 

TTP Narratives.  

1 “Pakistan’s threat landscape in 2019”, The News International, January 1, 2020.  
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Introduction 

Social media is a recent phenomenon in Pakistan that has gained mass 

approval in limited time. Primarily used as a substitute for traditional 

communication, its role as alternative information medium is now popular 

for free access and sharing of information and a knowledge resource for the 

masses. Despite its utility as an unfiltered space for public opinion, social 

media has emerged as a challenge for governments worldwide after terrorist 

organizations adopted the platform to mass spread their narratives and to 

recruit prospective militants2. For Pakistan, the perils of free access and 

unrestrained content materialized in the form of online radicalization that 

professedly instigated in 2015 and is now aiming at the educated urban 

middleclass3. In May 2017, interview of ‘Naureen Leghari’ wobbled the 

media spectrum of Pakistan. ‘A medical student radicalized online to join 

extremists’, run the headlines, contrary to her account that did not appear of 

an extremist who agreed to join the call of presumed Jihad4. Naureen’s case 

is amongst the maiden events of online radicalization in Pakistan and a 

tragic chronicle of a prospective terrorist whose alleged perception is now 

outwardly penetrating the urban youth. In parallel terrorist events of 

‘Safoora Goth’ Karachi, the target killing of ‘Sabeen Mahmud’, a prominent 

woman activist and the arrest of Pakistani-Amercian ‘Faisal Shahzad’ in 

2010 Time Square bombing case5; involvement of Pakistani youth from 

2Kalev Leetaru, “Can We Finally Stop Terrorists from Exploiting Social Media?” Forbes 
(October 2018).  
3 Sara Mahmood, “Pakistan’s Women Jihadis, Understanding the nexus between women 
and terrorism in Pakistan”, The Diplomat, April 6, 2017. 
4Daily Times (2017, May 11). Retrieved from https://dailytimes.com.pk/12187/noreen-
blames-social-media-for-her-radicalisation/ 
5 Farhan Zahid, “TTPs future under the leadership of new emir Noor wali Mehsud”, James 
Town Terrorism monitor, Volume 17 Issue 10 (May 2019). Retrieved from 
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prominent educational institutes stipulates that the menace has fared to 

establish footholds in the region6. The surfacing of TTP and affiliated terror 

groups in urban areas of Punjab and Sindh with accomplices in educational 

campuses and professional groups reveals that the online radicalization has 

mutated into an intricate phenomenon with extensive reach7. Whilst, the 

phenomenon of online radicalization is not novel and accounted customarily 

in west, it now find associates in Pakistan as growing, technology 

sophisticated and complex nexus of terrorist groups with well-crafted 

message and platform of wide digital audience whose target is every youth 

of 15-31 years, that constitutes 29% of the country8. 

Social media and Extremism 

Social media has revolutionized the world of communication. Its various 

interactive platforms deliver greater appeal and wider audience. ‘YouTube’ 

as a popular video sharing website is swelling with 1 billion users every 

month. Likewise, ‘Twitter’ in 2014 had on average 350,000 tweets per 

minute and 500 million tweets every day that has now doubled; whilst 

Facebook remained the largest social network with 2.27 billion monthly 

active users9. Due to mass broadcast and wider acceptance, social media 

emerged as a potential site for terrorist organizations to accomplish their 

ominous agendas. In past few years, successful online propaganda by 

various global extremist groups had influenced various social segments 

https://jamestown.org/program/ttps-future-under-the-leadership-of-new-emir-noor-wali-
mehsud/ 
6 Atika Rehman, “From IBA graduate to terror suspect”, Dawn, May 21, 2015.  
7 Huma Yusuf, “University Radicalization: Pakistan’s Next Counterterrorism Challenge”, 
CTC Centinal, Volume 9 issue 2 (February 2016).   
8 Human Development in Pakistan, UNDP report (2018).  
9 “Social media by the numbers”, Omnicore, July, 2019. Retrieved from: 
https://www.omnicoreagency.com/youtube-statistics.  
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including non-Muslims from the west. Attacks in Manchester and Barcelona 

in 2017 and recent lone-wolf attacks in UK, US and Canada by their 

respective citizens are glaring examples of the effective extremist 

propaganda that has attracted thousands of recruits from EU and North 

America; claiming Syria, Iraq and Afghanistan the “choice for generations 

of extremism”10.  

Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan (TTP) 

After 9/11 and the subsequent dissolution of Taliban government in Kabul 

by US invasion, TTP emerged as a satellite organization of Tehreek-e-

Taliban Afghanistan in adjoining border areas of Pakistan where the 

renegade Afghan Taliban commanders and associates took refuge and 

established a local chapter11. Focused initially on Afghanistan, TTP 

amplified activities in Pakistan under the leadership of Baitullah Mehsud 

that maintained close association with Afghan Taliban12. However, unlike 

afghan counterparts, TTP fixated efforts against Pakistani state and the law 

enforcement agencies. Prior to military operations against militants in tribal 

districts, TTP maintained its presence in erstwhile FATA and other parts of 

the country13. The mass approval of social media influenced TTP to engage 

in the medium. Consequently ‘Umar Media’, the official media platform of 

10 Imran Awan, “Cyber-Extremism: Isis and the Power of Social Media” (2017).  
11 Michael Semple, “THE PAKISTAN TALIBAN MOVEMENT: AN APPRAISAL”, 
Institute for the Study of Conflict Transformation and Social Justice Queen's University, 
Belfast (2012). Retrieved from file:///C:/Users/A%20S%20Computer/Downloads/65-
82_THE+PAKISTAN+TALIBAN+MOVEMENT-+AN+APPRAISAL.pdf 
12 TTP Umar Media, “Ibtal ummat 3”, April 13, 2020. Video File. Retrieved from 
https://archive.org/details/abtalalumah3en 
13 “CTD arrests key commanders of TTP”, Sama News, January 2019, retrieved from 
https://www.samaa.tv/news/2019/01/ctd-arrests-key-commander-of-ttp-fazlullah-group-
in-karachi/.  
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TTP was launched in September 2012. While managing frequent blockage 

and deletion of accounts, the organization still upholds a significant 

presence on social media. Precise text and swift sharing options of twitter 

provided an edge to the Taliban stimulus. By engaging on various platforms, 

TTP is trying to maintain an online presence, however it remains defeated 

at levels by the Pakistani state14. The online presence of extremist 

organizations and the increasing cases of online radicalization in other parts 

of the world raises the question as to what extent can TTP and other such 

organization’s radical propaganda sway Pakistani youth in coming years.  

In light of dissemination of anti-state content and massive outreach by 

extremist organizations to recruit, attack state, its peoples and aggressively 

spread their narrative; the aim of this research is to study the possibly 

generated online discourses of TTP. Most work in this regard is strategic 

and carried out with certain prejudice in the west; this paper will add a de-

westernized approach to this mayhem and give scholars/policymakers an 

insight in the world of Taliban online propaganda. Research findings will 

assist in identifying deficiencies and filling gaps in Pakistan’s collective 

approach towards countering extremist narrative that has relied exclusively 

on theoretical spheres.  

Methodology 

This study is guided by three interrelated research questions: 

1) What are the major online trends of TTP?

2) What are the key themes of TTP content?

3) What propaganda appeals are promoted by TTP?

14 Thomas H. Johnson, “The Taliban’s Use of the Internet, Social Media Video, Radio 
Stations, and Graffiti”, Oxford University Press (2019).   
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TTP videos posted on ‘Umar Media’ serve the foundation for this study. 

Discourse Analysis has been incorporated to analyze a total of 18 

propaganda videos of 5 hours and 23 minutes from October 2017 to April 

2020. The videos are mostly retrieved from www.Jihadology.net, an online 

repository of extremist videos and tweets. The particular time frame was 

selected for the reason that TTP propaganda content and videos had been 

the highest in the time period. Grounded theory was used in categorizing 

and streamlining the prominent themes and propaganda appeals. Grounded 

theory involves the progressive identification and integration of categories 

of meaning from Data. Grounded theory is defined as ‘The theory that is 

derived from data, systematically gathered and analyzed through the 

research process15. The purpose of this approach is to generate theory from 

data”16. Grounded theory as a method provides guidelines on how to identify 

categories, how to make links between categories and to establish 

relationships between them. Constant comparative method was 

incorporated in which all visual content was examined comprehensively for 

three times.17 Once the categories were identified, the content was placed 

accordingly. Following five themes have been identified:  

a) Pakistani state-a paid US mercenary covered TTP visuals that

conveyed destruction and mortification of Islam and Muslims by

hands of Pakistani establishment on behest of west and the United

States.

15 J.M Corbin, A.Strauss, “A. Grounded theory research: Procedures, canons, and 
evaluative criteria”, Qual Sociol 13, 3–21 (1990). https://doi.org/10.1007/BF00988593 
16 K. F Punch, “Introduction to social research: Quantitative and qualitative approaches”, 
Sage (2013). 
17 A. Bryant and Charmaz, “The SAGE Handbook of Grounded Theory”, Sage Publications 
(2007).  
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b) TTP, the real patrons of Islam covered the visuals showing Islamic

rulings for Jihad along with religious teachings for Qital (holy war),

that were used as baseline by TTP to wage war against state of

Pakistan and justify their heinous acts.

c) TTP, the harbingers of change covered TTP visuals that exhibited

failure of democracy to answer the state atrocities and global

disparities and displayed TTP as sole organization that can bring

peace.

d) TTP, the Liberators covered visuals that displayed TTP as savior and

liberator to various ethnic groups struggling in Pakistan.

e) One Ummah, One Force covered the TTP visuals that portrayed

Taliban movement as a global movement and initiator of worldwide

Jihad, calling global Islamic militant groups to join the ranks against

their common enemy Pakistan.

As devised by Institute of propaganda analysis18, the visuals have been 

categorized into following propaganda appeals:  

i. Plain folks covered visuals that represented TTP militants as

common citizens striving to enforce shariah in Pakistan.

ii. Testimonials referred to statements of religious/social notables

calling people to join the struggle of TTP.

iii. Bandwagon covered visuals that conveyed that people of all ranks

and creed are joining TTP as it is striving to enforce Islam in

Pakistan and the world.

18 Qualter, H. “Propaganda Teorisi ve Propagandanın Gelişimi”, Çev. Ünsal Oskay, A.Ü. 
SBF Dergisi (35 /1),Ankara, (s. 255-307), (1980).  
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iv. Card stacking referred to glittering visuals of TTP that highlighted

TTP struggle and success against Pakistani state, overlooking views

that doubts their ideologue and operational methods.

v. Transference referred to visuals screening moral and operational

support to TTP cause.

vi. Name calling consists of visuals encompassing visual and vocal

slurs that instigate emotional appeal for TTP and hatred for Pakistan

and its law enforcement agencies.

vii. Glittering generalities referred to visuals that depicted positive self-

portrayal of TTP by using widespread concepts.

TTP Online Trends  

Language and Target Audience 

Table 1.1 sited below elucidates the breakdown of language in TTP videos. 

From Table 1.1, it is manifested that majority 26 percent of the content 

comprised of Arabic nasheeds (hymns), followed by Pashto speech 20 

percent, Pashto nasheed 19 percent, Urdu Speech 19 percent, English 

Speech 8 percent, Urdu nasheed 5 percent, Arabic speech 2 percent and 

Balochi Speech 1 percent.  

Table 1.1: Language Breakdown of TTP Videos 

The figures indicate that the majority content comprised of Arabic religious 

hymns that is meant to instigate Muslim emotions globally. The apparent 

URDU 

NASHEED 

URDU 

SPEECH 

PASHTO 

NASHEED 

PASHTO 

SPEECH 

ARABIC 

NASHEED 

ARABIC 

SPEECH 

BALOCHI 

SPEECH 

ENGLISH 

SPEECH 

5% 

(18m) 

19% 

(62m) 

19% 

(62m) 

20% 

(64m) 

26% 

(84m) 

2% 

(7m) 

1% 

(2m) 

8% 

(25m) 
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target audience are fleeing insurgents from Syria and Iraq where Daesh and 

various factions are on the retreat after US operation and are spotting space 

in this region19. The premise is supported by invitations to global Islamic 

militant organizations by TTP leadership in the videos where they are 

calling militants in Syria especially the Arab fighters to join/support their 

cause against Pakistan20. After Arabic, majority Pashto content reveals that 

TTP’s potential target audience in Pakistan are Pashtun community from 

erstwhile FATA. In majority visual content of TTP, North Waziristan is 

mentioned and is declared as the ideological and training hub of TTP. It is 

pertinent to mention that Balochi Language is a recent trend observed in 

TTP videos. Despite negligible volume (1 percent), it submits that TTP is 

struggling to establish presence in Balochistan that is evident by TTP claims 

of Balochistan as their next battlefield21. Recent surge of TTP attacks in 

Balochistan is substantiation of the fact that in response to successful 

operations by Pakistani law enforcement agencies in erstwhile FATA, TTP 

has relocated its setup and is establishing footholds in Balochistan.22. 

Content Composition 

Table 1.2 placed below details the TTP visual content composition. The 

visuals are sorted into following categories: Threats, State Atrocities, 

19 Kamaljit Kaur Sandhu, “Islamic State is relocating to Afghanistan; it's threat for India 
too”, India Today, November 14, 2019.  
20 TTP Umar Media, “(Fatarbisu) New message from TTP; Then Wait #2”, February 4, 
2018. Video File. Retrieved from https://jihadology.net/?s=taliban+pakistan 
21 TTP Umar Media, “New message from TTP; Healing Balochistan”, Dec 16, 2016.Video 
File. Retrieved from https://jihadology.net/?s=taliban+pakistan 
22Zia ur Rehman, “Pakistani Taliban: Between infighting, government crackdowns and 
Daesh”, TRT World, 18 April, 2019. Retrieved online from 
https://www.trtworld.com/magazine/pakistani-taliban-between-infighting-government-
crackdowns-and-daesh-25976 
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Combat/achievement, Training, Tribute to their fighters and Message to 

people.  

Table 1.2 : Content Composition of the Visuals 

Research reveals that majority 28 percent visual content comprised of 

visuals symbolizing tribute to TTP fighters followed by training of TTP 

militants 21 percent and combat/achievements 20 percent. Results disprove 

the prevailing general premise that majority online extremist content 

comprised of radical religious instructions that sway people towards their 

narratives. The data articulates that combat visuals in TTP online content 

boast the life of common TTP militant through rough drills and combat 

visuals; transmitting a thrilling and powerful life to a person watching from 

comport of his house23. This increases emotional empathy and a strong urge 

amongst common viewer to feel similar effect in-person by joining TTP.  

Prominent Themes 

Pakistani state --a Paid US Mercenary 

Amongst primary arguments of TTP is the portrayal of the state of Pakistan 

and its leaders as US mercenaries and paid killers24. TTP leadership 

reiterated this narrative online and called destruction of Pakistan as a success 

against United States, the supreme enemy of Islam25. To establish the 

23 Hassan Hassan and Michael Weiss, “ISIS, Inside the army of Terror”, Regan Arts (2015). 
24 TTP Umar Media, “New message from TTP; Healing Balochistan”, Dec 16, 2016.Video 
File. Retrieved from https://jihadology.net/?s=taliban+pakistan 
25 Ibid 

THREAT 
STATE 

ATROCITIES 
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2% 
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(43m) 
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(64m) 
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(91m) 

16% 
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argument, incidents of ‘Jamia Hafsa’, forced kidnapping of civilians and 

APS carnage 2014 were dramatized in TTP visuals to instigate emotional 

appeal by associating all bedlam with Pakistani law enforcement agencies26. 

This narrative is reinforced by screening interviews of TTP militants who 

proclaim the war of terror as war against Islam.27. 

Likewise, visuals of media fiascos and political statements had been 

churned to testify TTP stance28. To confine mainstream media narrative 

against TTP mayhems, Pakistani media had been condemned austerely on 

various occasions in the visuals. Media as coconspirator of Pakistani state 

is listed as Taghoti Taqat (Forces of evil) and accomplice of Dajjal (anti-

Christ); inferring auxiliary attacks on media personals and channels to bar 

their support for Pakistani law enforcement agencies29.  

Another argument cascaded by TTP to visualize state of Pakistan as western 

ally is the assertion of failure of Pakistani state to implement Islam at the 

national level. To TTP, since Pakistan was founded in the name of Islam, 

the present administration as western puppet has lost the integrity through 

anti-Islam activities i.e by selling a Muslim daughter Afia Siddiqui to US30; 

hence TTP pleaded justification to dislodge such governance by force. A 

fatwa (religious doctrine) in this regard had been issued by TTP on 21st 

26 TTP Umar Media, “New message from TTP; Message to Pakistan Army”, Dec 24, 2017. 
Video File. Retrieved from https://jihadology.net/?s=taliban+pakistan 
27 TTP Umar Media, “(Fatarbisu) New message from TTP; Then Wait #2”, February 4, 
2018. Video File. Retrieved from https://jihadology.net/?s=taliban+pakistan 
28 TTP Umar Media, “(Fatarbisu) New message from TTP; Then Wait #2”, February 4, 
2018. Video File. Retrieved from https://jihadology.net/?s=taliban+pakistan 
29 TTP Umar Media, “(Ibtal Ummat) New message from TTP; Champions of the Nation 
#2”, Feb 14, 2018. Video File. Retrieved from https://jihadology.net/?s=taliban+pakistan 
30 TTP Umar Media, “(Fatarbisu) New message from TTP; Then Wait #2”, February 4, 
2018. Video File. Retrieved from https://jihadology.net/?s=taliban+pakistan 
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November 2018, debasing actions of Pakistani law enforcement agencies 

and justifying their eradication. Henceforth, fighting alongside TTP against 

Pakistani state and law enforcement agencies was revered as the most 

favored act, rewarded in this world and hereafter31.  

TTP: The Real Patrons of Islam  

Religion stands prime in TTP ideologue. Proclaiming a shariah backed 

narrative, TTP visuals commenced with couplets from ‘Surah Anfal’, 

‘Surah Tauba’ and ‘Surah Muhammad’, Qur’anic chapters comprising the 

orders of Qital 32. Each time TTP cascade an operation against Pakistani 

forces, militants were shown engaged in prayers that rendered them 

righteous and followers of the straight path33. Likewise, to align their 

militant activities with Islamic teachings, TTP had shown its leaders 

accompanied with notable Islamic scholars, crafting a validation to join their 

cause for its majority viewers of erstwhile FATA that hold a strong religious 

inclinations34. In order to boost the morale of its militants and sympathizers, 

Umar media videos on various occasions equated its operations to initial 

Islamic battles of ‘Badr’ and ‘Auhd’, to scheme the scuffle against Pakistani 

law enforcement agencies as a battle of Islam and Kufr (infidels)35. TTP 

followers and militants were revered with terms such as Ghazian (the 

31 TTP, “New Fatwa from TTP about surrender”, Jihadology.net, November 21, 2018. 
Retrieved from https://jihadology.net/2018/11/21/new-fatwa-from-the-te%e1%b8%a5rik-
i-%e1%b9%adaliban-pakistan-about-surrenders/ 
32 “A war fought by Muslims to foil a threat from non-Muslims with a reasonable force at 
their disposal”. Zamir Akhtar Khan “CONCEPT OF JIHAD IN ISLAM (An Analytical 
Study in the Light of the Quran and the Sunnah of the Prophet” (2012).  
33TTP Umar Media, “(Ibtal Ummat) New message from TTP; Champions of the Nation 
#2”, Feb 14, 2018. Video File. Retrieved from https://jihadology.net/?s=taliban+pakistan 
34 Ibid 
35 TTP Umar Media, “Al Sabiqoon 2”, Feb 11, 2019. Video File. Retrieved from 
https://archive.org/details/AsSabiqoonHD2 
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victors), Fedayeen (those who sacrifice themselves in the way of Allah), and 

Ibtal Ummat (hero of the nation); religious anthems/hymns in this regard 

are fervently incorporated in propaganda videos to complement TTP 

militants with an esteemed status in the struggle of implementing Islam in 

the region36.  

In order to justify the killing of muslims in their attacks, Islamic rulings in 

distort had been fused in TTP visuals where Pakistani soldiers and officials 

are labelled as Murtads (apostates), involved in killings of Muslim women 

and children37; hence are liable to be killed at all costs. TTP justified above 

acts with statements such as “Due to evident atrocities by Pakistani state, 

need for declaring Jihad has ended; Qital has ruled out all other options 

including democracy that has and will not establish Islamic regime in the 

country38, therefore all sacrifices are justified to win the battle; as marked 

by a TTP video title ‘Hatta latakun Fitna’ (till the chaos ends)39. 

To establish itself as the real patrons of Islam, TTP in its majority online 

communication had endured Khilafat40 (Caliphate) as a viable system, 

associated with early zenith of Islam.  TTP vows to establish same emirate 

36Ibid 
37 TTP Umar Media, “New message from TTP; Healing Balochistan”, Dec 16, 2016. Video 
File. Retrieved from https://jihadology.net/?s=taliban+pakistan 
38 TTP Umar Media, “New message from TTP; Healing Balochistan #2”, March 29, 2018. 
Video File. Retrieved from https://jihadology.net/?s=taliban+pakistan 
39 TTP Umar Media, “New video message from TTP Abu Mansur Asim Mehsud about the 
messages of condolence and congratulations sent by the leaders of the Islamic Jihad on 
occasion of the Martyrdom of the Mawlawi Fadl allah Kharasani and the petition to the 
Jihadi leaders to unite the blessed Jihadi ranks”, Oct 8, 2018.Video File. Retrieved 
from https://jihadology.net/?s=taliban+pakistan 
40 A caliphate is an Islamic state under the leadership of an Islamic steward with the title of 
caliph, a person considered a politico-religious successor to the Islamic prophet 
Muhammad and a leader of the entire Ummah (Muslim community). “The Princeton 
Encyclopedia of Islamic Political Thought.” 
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(kingdom) in the region and has named its leader Amir-ul-Momineen (the 

ruler of the devout). Hence, combat against Pakistani forces is established 

as a struggle towards establishing Khilafat and a vital element of its core 

principle i.e ‘Amar-bil-Maroof’ (calling towards the righteous)41. 

Associated with notion of Khilafat is the allegory of ‘Black Flag’, 

incorporated widely in TTP visuals in the form of black clothes, flags and 

turbans42. The TTP uses certain Ahadiths that it has picked out of context 

regarding the end of times in order to propagate its image as the pattern of 

Islam43.   

TTP, the Harbingers of Peace 

A premise broadly narrated in TTP online communication and visuals is the 

sweeping failure of democracy as a system to address global mayhems, 

primarily in Pakistan where political leaders have allied with West in 

annihilation of Pashtuns and Balochs44. Therefore, to TTP, shariah sights 

the only solution that can transform the existing system of oppression and 

can bring peace to prevalent chaos. The proposition is affirmed by reference 

to work of Egyptian and Arab religious scholars in TTP visuals alongside 

testimonials and reference of renowned scholars from Pakistan and India.  

Contrary to TTPs general perception as slayers and terrorists, their online 

content offered a divergent perspective of the organization as forerunners of 

41 TTP Umar Media, “(Fatarbisu) New message from TTP; Then Wait #2”, February 4, 
2018. Video File. Retrieved from https://jihadology.net/?s=taliban+pakistan 
42 TTP Umar Media, “New message from TTP; Message to Pakistan Army”, Dec 24, 2017. 
Video File. Retrieved from https://jihadology.net/?s=taliban+pakistan 
43 TTP Umar Media, “Al Mueddoon”, November 24, 2018. Retrieved from 
https://archive.org/details/MMARAlMueddoon2ISG 
44 TTP Umar Media, “(Fatarbisu) New message from TTP; Then Wait #2”, February 4, 
2018. Video File. Retrieved from https://jihadology.net/?s=taliban+pakistan.  
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peace and human rights. Likewise, to dissuade TTP’s adverse perception in 

Army Public School attack 2014, TTP militants are shown avoiding attacks 

on innocent civilians, valuing human lives in combat. On one occasion, TTP 

leadership during APS attack had been shown instructing its commander to 

save the lives of children and attack only the security officials.45. However, 

after the carnage ended, 149 people including 132 children were killed and 

the massacre turned out the worst terrorist attack in the history of Pakistan46. 

TTP, the Liberators 

In past few years, insurgency in Balochistan had been sparked on social 

media by various disgruntled elements47. The matter has now transformed 

into prime agenda of TTP who views Balochistan as its ‘New Battlefield’48, 

promising support to local fighters with statements such as ‘We will protect 

you all, you should stay away from the government and support us as we 

are you’49. To craft an emotional appeal, visuals of families of missing 

Balochs had been incorporated in the videos along with statements of local 

TTP leadership accusing state for atrocities on locals; calling all balochs to 

join their struggle against Pakistan50. Altered visuals screening the alleged 

45 TTP Umar Media, “(Ibtal Ummat) New message from TTP; Champions of the Nation 
#2”, Feb 14, 2018. Video File. Retrieved from https://jihadology.net/?s=taliban+pakistan.  
46 BBC, “Pakistan Taliban: Peshawar school attack leaves 141 dead". 16 December 2014. 
Retrieved from https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-30491435 
47 “Pakistani security forces kill 2 Baloch graduates, who were forced to join BLA, in 
Kalat”, ANI News, May 3, 2020. Retrieved from 
https://www.aninews.in/news/world/asia/pakistani-security-forces-kill-2-baloch-
graduates-who-were-forced-to-join-bla-in-kalat20200503202255/ 
48 TTP Umar Media, “New message from TTP; Healing Balochistan #2”, March 29, 2018. 
Video File. Retrieved from https://jihadology.net/?s=taliban+pakistan 
49 TTP Umar Media, “New message from TTP; Healing Balochistan”, Dec 16, 2016. Video 
File. Retrieved from https://jihadology.net/?s=taliban+pakistan 
50 Ibid 
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mistreatment of Baloch and Pashtun youth by law enforcement agencies had 

been incorporated widely to second the narrative51. 

As a way of salvation to Baloch and Pashtun sufferings, TTP visuals as 

liberators offered redemption through online tutorials of IED making52 

along with vivid exhibition of TTP training centers in Balochistan where 

guerrilla and weapon training is provided to Balochs and Pashtuns to avenge 

their mistreatment from state of Pakistan53. To exploit the prevalent 

perception of a neglected faction in Baloch youth, TTP visuals had 

incorporated visuals where its leadership is shown embracing Baloch locals 

and elders, visualizing establishment of a just society based on Islamic 

principles of unity without creed54. Startlingly, there is no mentioning of 

ethnic Hazara community from Balochistan in the visuals that stayed under 

wrath of TTP due to sectarian motives55.  

TTP’s appeal as liberator did not limit to Baloch and Pashtun factions, TTP 

has now fixated its efforts on Urdu speaking community in Sindh. In most 

of recently published videos of Umar media, Urdu nasheeds (hymns) were 

incorporated based on Jamaat-e-Islami religious hymn/songs from 80s that 

are still common in Urdu speaking community of Karachi. These hymns had 

been used to attract commoners of the Urdu speaking community of Sindh 

suffering an identity crisis and economic turmoil in scuffle with other 

51 TTP Umar Media, “New message from TTP; Healing Balochistan #2”, March 29, 2018. 
Video File. Retrieved from https://jihadology.net/?s=taliban+pakistan 
52 TTP Umar Media, “New message from TTP; Healing Balochistan”, Dec 16, 2016. Video 
File. Retrieved from https://jihadology.net/?s=taliban+pakistan 
53 Ibid 
54 TTP Umar Media, “New message from TTP; Healing Balochistan #2”, March 29, 2018. 
Video File. Retrieved from https://jihadology.net/?s=taliban+pakistan 
55 TTP Umar Media, “(Ibtal Ummat) New message from TTP; Champions of the Nation 
#2”, Feb 14, 2018. Video File. Retrieved from https://jihadology.net/?s=taliban+pakistan 
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ethnicities by calling TTP as their saviors. A widely used lyric in visuals 

state “Guftar bhi hai, Kirdar bhi hai, hum haq k alambardar bhi hain (we 

have the ideologue and the character and are the torch bearers of the truth) 

inciting the urban Urdu speaking commoners to join the cause of TTP56. 

One Ummah One Force:  

Most TTP visuals posted before 2017 were in Pashto/Urdu followed by 

English subtitles. Owing to varying strategic environment and potential 

influx of IS and Arab fighters in South Asia57, TTP online narrative now 

comprised of Arabic speech along with citing of Arab militant leaders. 

Refuting conventional borders as factitious58 and calling a strong 

cooperation of global Islamic militant organizations, Mufti Abu Mansoor, a 

ranking TTP leader in his October 28th speech appealed all to unite as 

Ummah (nation) against Pakistan59, responsible for destruction of Muslims 

in Syria, Iraq, Palestine and Afghanistan60. Hence all global Islamic 

extremism organization pursuing supposed jihad were invited by TTP, the 

56 TTP Umar Media, “(Hata la takun fitna) New message from TTP; Until there is no 
discord #3”, Apr 13, 2018. Video File. Retrieved 
from https://jihadology.net/?s=taliban+pakistan 
57 Nancy Youssef, “U.S. Fights an Islamic State Rise in Afghanistan”, Wall Street Journal, 
26 December, 2019.  
58 TTP Umar Media, “Ibtal ummat 3”, April 13, 2020. Retrieved from 
https://archive.org/details/abtalalumah3en 
59 TTP Umar Media, “New video message from TTP Abu Mansur Asim Mehsud about the 
messages of condolence and congratulations sent by the leaders of the Islamic Jihad on 
occasion of the Martyrdom of the Mawlawi Fadl allah Kharasani and the petition to the 
Jihadi leaders to unite the blessed Jihadi ranks”, Oct 8, 2018.Video File. Retrieved 
from https://jihadology.net/?s=taliban+pakistan 
60 TTP Umar Media, “(Fatarbisu) New message from TTP; Then Wait #2”, February 4, 
2018. Video File. Retrieved from https://jihadology.net/?s=taliban+pakistan 
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‘Pioneers of Jihad’61 to join/strengthen them as one force for real Jihad 

against state of Pakistan, the arch enemy of Islam62.  

To establish TTP as a sturdy force able to take spiteful enemies of Islam, 

Umar media visuals displayed modern weaponry, advanced training 

grounds and more technical support. The recent TTP visuals are 

incorporating real time battle scenes and night attacks using advance night 

vision providing a first-person shooter experience to idle youth, exciting 

them to join the real theater of war with commitment of saving Muslim 

Ummah63. Parallel visual strategy had been successfully embraced by IS to 

recruit the youth worldwide and is now incorporated by TTP and other sub 

nationalist militant organizations in the region.  

Propaganda Appeals 

Plain folks 

 Plain folks technique convinces the audience that “public figures or groups 

they represent are not professionals but just plain folks”64. In TTP visuals, 

this technique is furnished often. To connect with their conformist viewers 

in erstwhile FATA, religion is used as bate in the visuals. TTP militants are 

featured as ordinary tribal Muslim who stood against the state brutalities and 

anti-Islam actions. To further prompt the viewers, life history of TTP suicide 

61 TTP Umar Media, “(Ibtal Ummat) New message from TTP; Champions of the Nation 
#2”, Feb 14, 2018. Video File. Retrieved from https://jihadology.net/?s=taliban+pakistan 
62 TTP Umar Media, “(Hata la takun fitna) New message from TTP; Until there is no 
discord #2”, Oct 21, 2018. Video File. Retrieved 
from https://jihadology.net/?s=taliban+pakistan 
63 TTP Umar Media, “(Fatarbisu) New message from TTP; Then Wait #2”, February 4, 
2018. Video File. Retrieved from https://jihadology.net/?s=taliban+pakistan 
64 Qualter, H. “Propaganda Teorisi ve Propagandanın Gelişimi”, Çev. Ünsal Oskay, A.Ü. 
SBF Dergisi (35 /1),Ankara, (s. 255-307), (1980). 
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bombers had been graphically illustrated. For instance, in the life story of 

Waheed Ullah65, the suicide bomber from Swat, TTP visual elucidate him 

as an ordinary youth who joined TTP and reached the prestigious position 

of Fedayeen. Due to his highest actions that are revered in the world and 

hereafter, he stands a role model in TTP even after his death. The visuals 

described the life of Waheed ullah as a common man who was raised in a 

village in Swat. The urge of joining the ranks of fedayeen and to answer 

state atrocities against locals and Islam made him join the ranks of TTP. 

Through many similar stories in visuals, TTP marked itself as organization 

of common men that had been hassled by Pakistani state because of their 

religion. Henceforth by instilling this appeal, TTP called all Muslim youth 

to join them against state atrocities as they are one of their own and avenge 

martyred Muslim brethren.  

Testimonial 

Testimonial is a propaganda device in which “well-known 

individuals/celebrities tell others why they should buy a product or join a 

campaign”66. TTP as ardent admirers of propaganda had repeatedly adopted 

this technique by using cheery picked, out of context statements, 

testimonials and references of religious scholars and former state officials. 

On various occasions, TTP leaders and militants can be seen with re-known 

religious scholars. Also, visuals of notable religious scholars such as the 

projection and propagation by TTP that certain religious scholars endorse 

them. The terrorist group also shows its allegiance by naming its operations 

65TTP Umar Media, “(Fatarbisu) New message from TTP; Then Wait #2”, February 4, 
2018. Video File. Retrieved from https://jihadology.net/?s=taliban+pakistan 
66 Qualter, H. “Propaganda Teorisi ve Propagandanın Gelişimi”, Çev. Ünsal Oskay, A.Ü. 
SBF Dergisi (35 /1),Ankara, (s. 255-307), (1980). 
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after certain Islamic scholars. TTP had made a tactical display of 

testimonials as an effective propaganda device. In recent months, TTP has 

extended range of testimonials from religious authorities to mainstream 

media anchors, political leaders and former state officials. TTP is 

underlining media statements to craft anti state emotional appeal amongst 

the masses. For instance, in TTP visuals, clips of media anchors had been 

shown criticizing the state for action against Muslims and Pashtuns in 

Afghanistan and tribal districts by acting on behest of the United States67. 

These statements as testimonials stand prominent in inclination and 

radicalization of educated youth towards the extremist narrative. 

Bandwagon 

It is a technique in which “propagandists try to convince audience that it is 

almost too late to take advantage of the offer, to join the organization, to 

follow the fad,—to get on the bandwagon”68. TTP seems fervent in implying 

this technique in their visuals. Most Umar media videos depicted TTP as an 

emerging and popular military might that is emplying advanced weaponry 

and tactics against Pakistani security forces69. Visuals rendered that with 

increasing popularity of TTP, majority tribals from erstwhile FATA, 

Balochs and Pashtuns from Balochistan have joined the organization and 

are driving others to join the ranks. The visuals propagate TTP spread from 

67 TTP Umar Media, “(Ibtal Ummat) New message from TTP; Champions of the Nation 
#2”, Feb 14, 2018. Video File. Retrieved from https://jihadology.net/?s=taliban+pakistan 
68 Qualter, H. “Propaganda Teorisi ve Propagandanın Gelişimi”, Çev. Ünsal Oskay, A.Ü. 
SBF Dergisi (35 /1),Ankara, (s. 255-307), (1980). 
69 TTP Umar Media, “(Hata la takun fitna) New message from TTP; Until there is no 
discord #3”, Apr 13, 2018. Video File. Retrieved 
from https://jihadology.net/?s=taliban+pakistan 
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erstwhile FATA to Balochistan as ideological and tactical victory70. This 

rhetoric engenders success of TTP ideologue and creates an appeal for 

commoners to join TTP since according to them majority communities and 

various segments of society have either joined or are supporting the 

organization.  

Card Stacking: 

It is the most vividly featured propaganda technique in TTP visuals. The 

technique asserts on “Building an overwhelming case on one side of an issue 

while concealing another, perhaps equally persuasive”71 Unlike the general 

perception as terrorist organization, TTP reveals an exalting picture of the 

organization and its accomplishments on the social media. However, contrary to 

its projected portrayal as forerunners of peace for children and prisoners, TTP 

apparent activities and attacks resulted in colossal fatalities of hundreds of 

innocent civilians in the past decade including the Army Public School attack of 

2014 in which 134 children were killed72. Owing to their brutal acts, Tehreek-e-

Taliban Afghanistan, their parent organization have condemned their actions on 

various occasions and severed relations with them73.  

In most of TTP visuals, enactment of Islam had been used as an excuse of 

their violent activities. As sheer display of card stacking, Qur’anic teachings 

are amenably recited in Umar visuals, illustrating TTP as forerunners of 

70 TTP Umar Media, “(Ibtal Ummat) New message from TTP; Champions of the Nation 
#2”, Feb 14, 2018. Video File. Retrieved from https://jihadology.net/?s=taliban+pakistan 
71 Ibid 
72 BBC, “Pakistan Taliban: Peshawar school attack leaves 141 dead". 16 December 2014. 
Retrieved from https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-30491435 
73 “Afghan Taliban condemn Peshawar school attack”, Dawn, December 17, 2014. 
Retrieved from https://www.dawn.com/news/1151407/afghan-taliban-condemn-
peshawar-school-attack 
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Islam. TTP militants are depicted performing the supreme act of jihad 

against key western ally and enemy of Islam and the narrative is 

authenticated by religious references/statements of notable religious 

scholars74.  However, it was TTP’s churning of Islamic teachings and 

barbaric actions that compelled locals, clergy and the state to revolt against 

their activities. Most prominent 1800 religious scholars of Pakistan had 

signed “Paigham-e-Pakistan”, a narrative disproving TTP’s extremist 

ideologue, defining their brutal acts as against the basic doctrines of Islam75.   

Transference: 

This propaganda device seeks to “carry over the authority, sanction and 

prestige of something we respect and revere to something (the propagandist) 

would have us accept”76. The review of visuals submits that TTP had used 

the teaching of Quran as transference device to justify their activities and to call 

people towards their cause. All TTP videos started with qur’anic verses 

centering on Jihad, its importance   and instructions establishing the notion that 

TTP is fighting a just cause a authenticated by Quran. However, an ardent look 

at TTP’s past activities in Pakistan submits that their majority acts are against 

their propagated teachings. Aside religious appeal, various mainstream media 

clips and newspaper cuttings churning the political statements from political talk 

shows and programs along with newspaper cuttings had been incorporated 

widely in the visuals to instigate transference effect and create authenticity.  

74TTP Umar Media, “(Ibtal Ummat) New message from TTP; Champions of the Nation 
#2”, Feb 14, 2018. Video File. Retrieved from https://jihadology.net/?s=taliban+pakistan.  
75 Waqar Ahmad, “Countering extremism by Paigham-e-Pakistan narrative”, The News, 
September 18, 2019.  
76 Qualter, H. “Propaganda Teorisi ve Propagandanın Gelişimi”, Çev. Ünsal Oskay, A.Ü. 
SBF Dergisi (35 /1),Ankara, (s. 255-307), (1980). 
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Glittering Generalities  

This technique referred to use of ‘Abstract language, highly charged with 

emotion and cultural values, because of its power that can short-circuit 

people’s reasoning process and make them jump to conclusions’77. TTP online 

communication and visuals are well-versed with this technique. Since inception, 

TTP offered its followers the same zeal, fervor and parallel partisan rhetoric of 

‘Amar bil Maroof’ (you enjoin what is right and forbid what is reprehensible) 

as promulgated by Tehreek-e-Taliban Afghanistan. The prime example of 

glittering generalities in TTP visuals is use of term ‘Fedayeen’ (someone 

who kill himself for sake of Allah). Arabic and Pashto Hyms glorifying 

Fedayeen are incorporated in most visuals These hymns while glorifying 

suicide bombers describe TTP as harbingers of righteousness and symbol of 

character as cited in one of the urdu hymns “Kirdaar bhi hain, guftar bhi 

hain; hum haq k alambardaar bhi hain” (we have character and speech and 

we are the harbinger of righteousness”.  

Likewise, on various occasions, Umar media had incorporated statements 

of TTP leadership where they exalted the militants by calling them the 

fighters of “Badr”, the most revered battle of Islam and TTP leaders as ‘Ibtal 

Umat (Heros of the nation)78. Furthermore, TTP’s vicious acts against 

Pakistani state and fellow Muslims were justified through selective religious 

texts. A recurrent example of glittering generalities in TTP visuals is the 

concept of ‘Khilafat’. TTP in all its visuals asserted to establish khilafat to 

implement shariah on the land and in this regard characterized its leader as 

77 Qualter, H. “Propaganda Teorisi ve Propagandanın Gelişimi”, Çev. Ünsal Oskay, A.Ü. 
SBF Dergisi (35 /1),Ankara, (s. 255-307), (1980). 
78 TTP Umar Media, “Ibtal ummat 3”, April 13, 2020. Retrieved from 
https://archive.org/details/abtalalumah3en.  
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‘Amir ul Momineen’ (the leader of all faithful). Similarly, references to 

‘Khurasan’ and Ghazwa-e-Hind 79 (concepts fervently used by religious 

scholars and widespread in muslim youth about the revival of the lost glory 

of Islam and triumph of Muslims over non-Muslims) had been cited on 

various occasions to gain greater appeal and mass approval.    

Name Calling 

This is amongst the frequently used propaganda techniques by TTP. It is 
defined as “Using words that have highly negative connotations to smear 
another person or group80. Analysis of TTP visuals disclosed that amongst 
commonly used slur with reference to name calling was ‘Murtad’81 (most 
denounced status in Islam that is only rewarded by Death). To TTP, since 
Pakistan is a key western ally in war against terror, hence has renounced the 
core teachings of Islam. Thus, its officials have turned ‘Murtad’, who 
deserves nothing but death.82. The emotional appeal is enhanced with 
statements such as ‘Ye Ghulam hai dollar k’ (they are slaves seeking 
dollars), proclaiming the state as a paid mercenary responsible for carnage 
of Muslims.  

79 TTP Umar Media, “Roobnak war 2”, September 27, 2019. Retrieved from 
https://archive.org/details/RNW02 
80 Qualter, H. “Propaganda Teorisi ve Propagandanın Gelişimi”, Çev. Ünsal Oskay, A.Ü. 
SBF Dergisi (35 /1),Ankara, (s. 255-307), (1980). 
81 The word Murtad is used to describe a person who converted to another religion or to 
atheism after being a Muslim.  
82 TTP Umar Media, “(Hata la takun fitna) New message from TTP; Until there is no 
discord #3”, Apr 13, 2018. Video File. Retrieved 
from https://jihadology.net/?s=taliban+pakistan 
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Conclusion 

Given dearth of research on analysis of social media propaganda, online 
narratives of terrorist organizations in Pakistan and the prospects of online 
radicalization, this study offers a nuanced understanding of TTP online 
communication, its major online trends, propaganda themes and appeals that 
is crucial in disputing online extremist ideologues, constructing an effective 
counter narrative and an all-inclusive countering violent extremism policy.  

The research submits that various propaganda appeals, and themes were 
well furnished in TTP’s online communication to instigate emotional appeal 
in its viewers. The theme ‘Pakistani state-a paid mercenary’ supports 
ruthless TTP activities against the law enforcement agencies by calling the 
state a western agents. “TTP, the real patrons of Islam” directs association 
of Pakistan to its distinct Islamic identity and state TTP as a major force 
striving to revive the identity, establishing its popularity amongst the 
disgruntled youth who perceive religion as answer to all bedlam. “TTP, the 
harbingers of change” depicted failure of Pakistani state and existing global 
political structure to address enduring political chaos presenting shariah as 
sole salvation and relief to the people in chaos. “Taliban the liberator” 
depicted state oppression against neglected Baloch and Pashtun factions and 
TTP’s scuffle to discharge them from present oppression. “One Ummah 
One Force” depicted TTP as a global movement and initiator of Global 
Jihad, calling all Islamic militant organizations to join their struggle against 
Pakistan.  

Considering TTP online communication, various propaganda appeals83 had 
been ardently incorporated to establish the key narratives. Religious 
connotations had been conformed in propaganda techniques to brace the 
anti-state call. Impressions of disassociation of Pakistan from basic Islamic 

83 Qualter, H. “Propaganda Teorisi ve Propagandanın Gelişimi”, Çev. Ünsal Oskay, A.Ü. 
SBF Dergisi (35 /1),Ankara, (s. 255-307), (1980).  
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ideologues and classification of officials as ‘Murtad’ had been integrated in 
extensive manner. The study settles that irrespective of TTP’s ardent display 
as adherents of Islam and forerunners of peace, their actions speak 
otherwise. The propagation of inter-communal harmony and engaging all 
social strata appears reversed by TTP’s excluding Takfiri84 interpretations 
under which minorities and adversaries are victimized and exterminated in 
a coldblooded fashion.  

TTP because of its religious predisposition and assertion of above stated 
online narratives had been able to seize a few minds, but in recent years, a 
greater majority has prodigiously overruled their ideologues owing to 
ruthless strategies and carnage of the innocent. Still, the online appeals like 
faith in mortality apotheosis (martyrdom) and the glorification of Fedayeen, 
economic turmoil and contiguity of religion sights a lucrative bait for 
muddled Pakistani urban youth that is wedged between the identity crisis 
and economic calamity. The presence of TTP and similar extremist factions 
on social media platforms warrants immediate state attention as these 
sweeping radical ideologues can instigate discontent amongst masses 
against western interventions in Islamic world; deliberating terrorists’s 
violent narratives and ruthless actions as a viable solution to all bedlam.  
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84 “The declaration of other Muslim/sect as unbeliever and impure”, Gilles Kepel ‘Jihad the 
trail of Political Islam’ (2002), London:IB.Trauis, Page 31.  




